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YOU GAVE ME LOVE.

REFRAIN. 2nd time.f
Andante moderato.

You gave me love, and all the world seems fair; - You gave me

agitated e

hope, and banished every care. No greater

cresc.

joy on earth or in Heaven above, - You gave me all the

ten.

world can give, When you gave me love, You love.

ten. | ten. | ten.

Optional finish. Last time only.

Grandioso.

world can give, When you gave me love.
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Some Night, Some Waltz, Some Girl!

Written and Composed by A. J. MILLS, BENNETT SCOTT & FRED GODFREY.

Valse lente - dreamily.

- N.B. The Right to Reproduce this Music or Melody on any Mechanical Instrument is Strictly Reserved.
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Music divine and the glittering lights,
Whispers of love heath the shady palms;

Beautiful, wonderful night of nights;
Fondly I clasped you with in my arms;

This old world seem'd Heav'n above,
There in the maze of the dance;

One little minute of love,
Life was a whirl of romance.
CHORUS. \( p, 2\text{ndtime} f \)

Some night, some waltz, Some wonder-ful girl.

It was a dream of de-light; I shall nev-er for-get when

our fond lips met. It was some kiss, some blis-s, Two

hearts in a whirl; Life's on-ly hope just to live it a-gain. Some

night, some waltz, some girl, girl
HARMONIZED CHORUS.

SOPRANO.

Some night, some waltz, Some wonderful girl.

ALTO.

Some night, some waltz, Some wonderful, wonderful girl.

TENOR.

Some night, some waltz, Some wonderful, wonderful girl.

BASS.

Some night, some waltz, Some wonderful, wonderful girl.

It was a dream of delight; I shall never forget when our fond lips met. It was

some kiss, some bliss, Two hearts in a whirl;

Some kiss, some bliss, Two hearts in a whirl; two loving hearts.

Life's only hope just to live it again. Some night, some waltz, some girl.
Last Night was the End of the World

Words by ANDREW B. STERLING.
Music by HARRY VON TILZER.

Acknowledged to be the most beautiful Drawing Room Ballad since
"Love Me and the World is Mine."

These two great writers are the composers of a host of huge American
successes, but this, their very latest production, will outvalue them all.

A successful high-class Ballad must possess many points to distinguish it
above all others. Strength of lyric, originality of conception, and melodies
and rhythmic refrain, are among the important points, and

"Last Night was the End of the World"
possesses these to the aome of perfection.

REFRAIN.

Last night, the stars were all aglow,
Last night, I loved, I loved you so,
My heart was glad, for you were near,
I held your hand and called you dear, my dear,
And then, the stars grew dim and cold,
The moon grew pale, my heart grew old,
My dream is o'er, to live no more,
Last night was the end of the world.
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24. BECAUSE YOU STAY
25. THERE'S SOMEONE IN AUSTRALIA
26. THE SLEEPY PIAZZA GIRL
27. IF I THOUGHT I LOVED ME
28. LAST NIGHT WAS THE END OF THE WORLD
29. I'LL TELEPHONE TO SANTA CLAUS
30. WHEN I LOOK YOU
31. WONDERFUL ROSE OF LOVE
32. I'LL MAKE YOU WANT ME
33. I'M A FOOL WHO BELIEVED IN YOU
34. AT THE END OF LIFE'S EVENTIDE
35. TAKE ME BACK
36. WHEN I LEAVE THE WORLD BEHIND
37. MY BIRD OF PARADISE
38. YOU KEEP ME SAFE
39. YOU WERE THE FIRST ONE TO TEACH ME LOVE
40. WAITING DOWN BY THE MISSISSIPPI SHORE
41. HEART TO HEAVEN
42. YOU GAVE ME LOVE
43. MY MAORI QUEEN
44. I NEVER KNEW I HAD A HEART, TILL MY HEART BEGAN TO BREAK
45. MY MOTHER'S ROSARY
46. NIGHT, MY LOVE, AND I
47. SOME NIGHT, SOME WALTZ, SOME GIRL
48. A ROSE, A KISS, A RING

RAGTIME and POPULAR SONGS.

14. ALTERNED'S RAGTIME BAND
15. WHEN THE MIDNIGHT CHOO CHOO LEAVES FOR ALABAM
16. EVERYBODY'S DOING IT
17. RAGTIME VIOLIN
18. MYSTERIOUS RAG
19. WANT TO BE IN DIXIE
22. THE RAGTIME SOLDIER MAN
23. THE GHOST OF THE VIOLIN
24. STOP! STOP! STOP!
25. MENDELSSOHN'S MEMORIES TUNE
27. THE WIGGLEY RAG
39. CHRYSANTHEMUMS
39. DO THEY ALL GO TO SEE THE SEA?
40. POPSIE WOPSY
41. HEY HO! CAN'T YOU HEAR THE STEAMER!
44. MY BRUDDA SYLVEST
45. GET OUT AND GET UNDER
43. THIS IS THE LIFE
46. SIT DOWN, YOU'RE ROCKING THE BOAT
47. I LOVE THE LADIES
48. MY FATHER WAS BORN IN KILLARNEY
46. HE'S A DEVIL IN HIS OWN HOME TOWN
47. YOU'RE THE MOST WONDERFUL GIRL
46. WINTER NIGHTS
46. FULLMAN PORTER'S PARADE
71. BACK TO THE CAROLINA YOU LOVE
72. THEY'D START THE VICTROLA
73. I'LL NEVER DO IT AGAIN
76. INTERNATIONAL RAG
79. THOSE CHARLIE CHAPLIN FEET
80. I'M A LONESOME SONG
83. SWING SONG ("Mother Goose" "Pantomime"")
83. IF YOU CAN'T GET A GIRL IN THE SUMMER TIME
88. RUFFY JOHNSON'S HARMONY BAND
87. RAGPIPER (THE)
88. GOOD-BYE VIRGINIA
89. WE'LL HAVE A JUBILEE IN MY OLD KENTUCKY
96. AT THE DEVIL'S BALL
205. ALONG CAME ETH

SEA SONGS.

6. CALL OF THE ANGEL DYEP
9. SALTWATER JACK
10. WATCH BELOW, THE

SACRED SONGS.

1. GATEWAY OF HEAVEN
5. DEATH IS KING

PATRIOTIC SONGS.

45. CALL TO THE COLORS
47. KITCHENER
48. BOYS IN KHAKI, BOYS IN BLUE
86. BULWARKS, O'LEARY
85. REST SOLDIER, REST
107. A HUNDRED YEARS AGO
111. THEY'RE ON THEIR WAY TO GERMANY
112. THE OLD FLAG IS FLYING STILL TO-DAY
120. KEEP SMILING MOTHER
126. WHEN THE WAR IS OVER, MOTHER DEAR
127. I LOVE MY MOTHERLAND
132. AUSTRALIA, I LOVE YOU
133. WHEN THE BLOOM IS ON THE HEATHER,

PIANO SOLOS.

3. UNDER THE UNION JACK MARCH
8. MEMORIES OF THEE, WALTZ
13. LOVE OF MY LIFE INTERMEZZO
21. PIGTAILS AND CHOPSTICKS TWO-STEP
22. MABEL'S DREAM INTERMEZZO
26. JE VOUS ADORE (i adore you)
27. MARISSA SHUFFLE (Piano Rag)
28. STAR OF THE EAST WALTZ
34. BLUE BUTTERFLY WALTZ
35. GRIZZLY BEAR BAG
39. SWEDISH LAKE SONG
40. MOTOR RIDE TWO-STEP
46. AT THE DARDANELLES
50. FASCINATION, VALSE D'HABITATION
51. SOULFUL EYES
52. VALSE DE MA COEUR (Walz of my heart)
53. MORNING EXERCISES FOX-TROT
57. SCENT OF THE VIOLETS
59. COUPLED WALTZ
69. BIRDS AND THE BROOM SCHOTTISCH
74. EMPRESS WALTZ
86. AIR KING, MARCH TWO-STEP
97. RED ROSES, REVERIE
98. KISS OF SPRING WALTZ
99. CHAPEL IN THE GLEN
100. FAIRY BELLS
101. BOYS OF AUSTRALIA, MARCH
104. ANZACS FOR EVER, MARCH
105. WHITE ROSES WALTZ
110. STAR OF EVENING, REVERIE
112. ROSES & MEMORIES
114. THE BETTY LEE WALTZ
115. CALLING ROSES REVERIE
117. CRIMSON ROSES—IDYLL
124. BIRD'S PROPOSAL
135. SOME NIGHT, WALTZ
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